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1. INTRODUCTION: GLOBALISING THE ROLE OF PARLIAMENTS

In democracies, parliaments embody the principle of popular representation, thus ensuring that decisions made by their political community are infused with the interests, preferences and values of the electorate. Parliaments’ key role is to make legislation, adopt a budget and keep the executive in check as regards both policy making and implementation of law. Domestic politics and lawmaking are therefore the core of parliamentary business worldwide. However, the role of parliaments is gradually changing due to a variety of factors occurring in the last couple of decades. Globalisation has brought domestic and foreign policy much closer together. Concomitantly, the many projects of regional integration on virtually all continents incorporate some form of parliamentary body. This article analyses these contemporary phenomena through a detailed case study of the relations between the EU and Brazil and of their parliaments’ individual and collective entanglement in the adoption of the EU’s Returns Directive. The objective is to demonstrate that multilayered international parliamentarism operates not only within the EU, as the world’s most fertile site for interparliamentary cooperation, but also on the global stage and in less obvious situations.

International parliamentarism, as a phenomenon whereby parliaments take an active part in world affairs and perform a plethora of activities beyond the constitutional confines of their legal orders, is a curious one for several reasons. Indeed, Šabic rightly questions why parliamentarians engage in this type of action despite the sheer number of disincentives, which are rooted in the constituency-oriented, local or even parochial nature of their work.\(^1\) In her *A New World Order*, Slaughter speaks of legislative networks as weak forums with little influence precisely because of parliamentarians’ electoral ‘dependence’, whereby they are elected to defend the interests of their voters and not the interests of the voters of other countries, regions and entities. Therefrom flow the other constraints such as lack of benefit for re-election, lack of time due to the need to focus on domestic matters, quick turnover of parliamentarians in and out of office following electoral cycles, and low visibility of their international efforts.\(^2\)

Even so, most authors view international parliamentarism as positive and desirable. For Šabic parliamentarians acting globally add democratic legitimacy and transparency to international affairs by resorting to institutional pressure, persuasion and advocacy in order to promote their positions.\(^3\) They thereby stimulate public debate and facilitate the development of shared norms and values

---

in an interdependent world. Slaughter, for her part, argues that the legislators’ role need not be to directly affect international policy making but can also be to enhance their monitoring of the international activity of the executive branch. Importantly, she views international parliamentary institutions (IPIs) both as catalysts, sparking further integration or facilitating the removal of trade barriers, and as correctives, rectifying the imbalances created by executive dominance in international affairs. In this vein, Kraft-Kasack accurately observes that while policy outputs are improved through political internationalisation, the democratic legitimacy of such processes is acutely deficient. She argues that transnational parliamentary assemblies only marginally reduce the democratic deficit of international governance, due to their aloofness from the public, insufficient incorporation of their work in domestic parliaments and various institutional shortcomings that hamper constancy and coherence of their work, such as understaffed secretariats and the lack of permanent delegations. Despite this, she concludes that transnational parliamentary assemblies may ‘contribute to the formation of a transnational public sphere’. Cutler, too, maintains that IPIs have a ‘special communicative role in world society’. Similarly, Malamud and Stavridis submit that even though regional integration parliaments more often than not fail to carry out distinctive parliamentary functions, they aid intraregional communication and nurture a shared regional identity among political elites. Yet the existing literature treats international parliamentarism as a standalone integrative force without paying heed to the diversity of underlying relations between their members across various forums.

This article argues that international interparliamentary relations do not occur merely within isolated forums, but may and do de facto evolve in layers of overlapping forums whenever circumstances allow it. I dub this phenomenon

---

5 Slaughter, A New World Order (2004), pp.122 and 129. It has similarly been argued that international parliamentarism may help to prevent lethargy and non-responsiveness of governmental actors. See Šabčić, ‘Democracy across Borders: Parliamentarians and International Public Spheres’ (2008), 80.
7 Slaughter, A New World Order (2004), 119.
multilayered international parliamentarism. Its occurrence is a corollary of the incremental process of the globalisation of parliaments as an institutional response to the globalisation of law and politics in general. Parliaments’ functions are moulded by the ever narrower gaps between nations, states and citizens. Increased international contacts among parliaments foster their ‘diplomatic’ actorship in foreign affairs in a concerted attempt to counterbalance globalisation-propelled intergovernmental and transgovernmental ways of doing politics and making law. This in turn accentuates the deliberative function of parliaments and attenuates globalisation’s push towards ‘negotiated democracy’, whereby governments agree on common rules with other governments without much parliamentary interference. The development of international parliamentarism via mutually interlaced forums helps move parliamentary democracy closer towards ‘deliberative negotiation democracy’. This article therefore subscribes to a systemic approach to deliberative democracy, which posits that no single deliberative forum, including parliaments, is sufficiently capable of legitimising decisions on its own. Instead, the interdependencies and interactions between and among individual sites for the politicisation of policy making ought to be integrated into the analysis because they can make up for the deficiencies of any given site and thus improve the democratic quality of the entire system.

Speaking about the future of global governance, David Kennedy indeed argued that the objective of ‘new politics’ is to carry the democratic values of individual rights, economic self-sufficiency, citizenship, community empowerment and political participation to the sites of global and transnational authority. This opening and multiplication of arenas for political contestation, conflict and struggle in search of greater conversation, heterogeneity, interaction and ethical pluralism is precisely where multilayered international parliamentarism makes its greatest contribution. Conducting parliamentary work across layers fertilises the political stratum that conditions the creation, implementation and application of law rather than nurturing parliaments’ lawmaking capacity as such.

The diversification of the avenues of parliamentary communication contributes to addressing legislative divergences, interdependencies and externalities by means of argument-based institutional pressure in the form of ‘parliamentary lobbying’. International parliamentarism is hence a massive conveyor belt for interest mediation between the centres of democratic gravity, which remain entrenched in domestic political arenas, structured by domestic levers of constitutionalism and arbitrated through domestic public spheres.

---

argument that globalisation and growing interdependence falsify the presumption that national democracy is the most inclusive and deliberative locus of decision making is still a difficult one to make, because domestic political realms continue to guarantee the highest degree of participation, the greatest possibility for structured deliberation, and the most extensive safeguards for the enforcement of parliamentary rights in the political process. The globalisation of parliaments therefore still has a chiefly domestic effect. International parliamentarism enhances domestic law, politics and governance without putting them in jeopardy. It complements national democracy rather than supplanting it.

The same applies to the European Union. The international activity of the European Parliament (EP) does not thwart EU democracy, but upgrades it by enriching the public debate. In this regard, Bieber’s description of the EP’s global endeavour confirms the internal rootedness thereof:

The European Parliament’s activities in the sphere of general international politics provides the most striking example of a parliament’s modern role in this field [...] The Parliament’s role as an international forum may amplify the common values of western civilization and hence renders them effective either by influencing governments of Member States and third nations or by directly strengthening them as parameters of the international order. The international effect of Parliament’s role as a forum is based on an internal function which only the Parliament can fulfill: the capacity to aggregate the internal support of the European peoples for those basic values.

As the most advanced transnational assembly in the world, the EP has the greatest democratic credentials to lead the parliamentary legitimisation of decision making beyond the state and has so far played a ‘crucial role in shaping interparliamentary relations at all levels of regional cooperation’. This is why this article adopts an EU perspective.

The structure of the article is as follows. First, we conceptualise multilayered international parliamentarism by dissecting its structure and explaining global parliamentary layering. Second, in order to depict the existence and operation of parliamentary interdependence on the international level, we conduct a thorough case study of EU-Brazil relations. We analyse the legal and political bases for bilateral interparliamentary cooperation between them through the lens of formal arrangements as well as through examples from political praxis. To illustrate the multilayered character of interparliamentary liaison, we continue with an

examination of the multilateral parliamentary links between these two polities, which evolve within the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly (EuroLat) as well as through the EP’s cooperation with the Mercosur Parliament (Parlasur) and the Latin American Parliament (Parlatino). Third, on this basis we exemplify multilayered international parliamentarism with an in-depth empirical insight into the reaction of Latin American parliaments to the EU’s Returns Directive. Finally, conclusions are drawn on the advantages of multilayered international parliamentarism for the democratisation of international politics, since this phenomenon is not restricted to the EP’s global actorness but may apply in relation to many other regions of the world, such as Africa, Asia or North America.

2. THE CONCEPT OF MULTILAYERED INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTARISM

2.1. THE STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTARISM

Parliamentary engagement in international affairs is chiefly threefold and consists of influencing foreign policy domestically, conducting parliamentary diplomacy and establishing parliamentary bodies of international organisations. These three activities are closely intertwined because, in the absence of significant decision-making power, domestic scrutiny of foreign policy incites parliaments to externalise their work beyond the borders of their polities in order to maximise their effectiveness, increase their impact on executive decisions and, generally, counteract the 'hollowing out of domestic democracy'. By the same token, parliamentary diplomacy is the key substantive component and a condirito sine qua non of the parliamentarisation of international organisations. This last type of parliamentary engagement is the most advanced manifestation of what Neil Walker has labeled ‘transnational parliamentarianism’. There is, nevertheless, a whole spectrum of appellations for this phenomenon. The most common one is international parliamentary institutions (IPIs), which Cutler defines as international institutional forums for multilateral deliberations in which at least three states or transgovernmental units are represented by parliamentarians. They can be further classified into international parliamentary organs (IPOs) and international

---

parliamentary associations (IPAs), which differ insofar as the former belong to intergovernmental organisations while the latter are independent, self-constituted groups of parliamentarians. One may also speak of international or transnational parliamentary assemblies.

Yet, whichever phrase one uses to define international parliamentary action, each of them as a rule refers to multilateral parliamentary cooperation. The shortcoming of the existing literature is that it places excessive focus on IPIs and treats them as singular manifestations of international parliamentarism. This skews the portrayal of the political reality, which is denser than the current approaches suggest. This article submits, first, that bilateral forums are also important frameworks for international parliamentarism and, second, that there are a plethora of intricate interactions across and between these multilateral and bilateral forums. On the one hand, while multilateral cooperation may be the most visible form of international parliamentarism, national parliamentarians (MPs, senators and peers), regional parliamentarians (members of regional integration parliaments) and supranational ones (members of the EP or MEPs) engage in bilateral relations of an international character too. A notable example of it is the Transatlantic Legislators’ Dialogue between the EP and the US Congress. As this article shows, a similar arrangement has been instituted between the EP and the Brazilian National Congress (Congresso Nacional do Brasil). On the other hand, there are also bilateral relations between IPIs themselves, such as those between the EP and Parlasur. All of these frameworks are institutionalised forms of parliamentarism which merit a separate place on the global parliamentary map.

2.2. THE LAYERING OF INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTARISM

As a result of the proliferation of international parliamentary bodies, the layers of interparliamentary cooperation have become more diverse. Typically, the engagement of any given parliament in any given region is exhausted by its participation in one international interparliamentary body established for that purpose. This mostly takes the form of an IPI. For example, in the Mediterranean region, the EP is represented in the Euro-Mediterranean Parliamentary Assembly, as the parliamentary component of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. In the

---

26 In broad functional terms, one may also conceive of international parliamentarism in the context of ‘transnational advocacy networks’ as much as international parliamentary bodies frequently resort to advocacy techniques to achieve their goals. See M.E. Keck and K. Sikkink, Activists beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998), 9.
case of the region located at the EU’s eastern gates comprising certain post-Soviet states, the EP forms part of the Euronest Parliamentary Assembly, as the parliamentary element of the Eastern Partnership.28

However, this paradigm of ‘unidimensional’ international parliamentarism has become inaccurate and the region of South America furnishes an excellent example. For instance, the EP meets with Chilean and Mexican parliamentarians both bilaterally within the respective EU-Chile and EU-Mexico Joint Parliamentary Committees and multilaterally within EuroLat and Parlatino. In the case of Brazil, interparliamentary cooperation evolves not only in the form of bilateral relations between the EP and the Brazilian Congress but also multilaterally through EuroLat, Parlasur and Parlatino. Common to these instances is the concurrent representation of the same parliamentary body in multiple international parliamentary forums devoted to the same region.

The international activity of parliaments is therefore multifarious and, due to the transnational nature of contemporary policy making, it is likely to develop not only in the format of isolated parliamentary frameworks but in that of interconnected webs of parliaments. They may intersect within various international forums, whether bilateral or multilateral, formal or informal, more or less structured, and more or less empowered to issue pronouncements. This interconnectedness between the same parliamentary institutions across forums, regions and levels of governance casts the global role of parliaments as less fragmented than it prima facie appears. Consequently, more frequent contact between the same parliamentary institutions on different topics carries concrete mutual benefits. These include a greater potential for continuous debate and consultation on contentious matters and the maintenance of a firmer liaison between parliamentarians and their staff. This may help improve their understanding of the common challenges and threats facing their polities and catalyse the search for optimal policy solutions. In turn, this increases the likelihood of polities respecting each other’s legislation and implementing mutual agreements. Multilayered international collaboration between parliaments can therefore boost their say in global and domestic politics and corroborate their classic constitutional functions of legislating and ensuring executive accountability. International parliamentarism, furthermore, is multilayered not only horizontally, i.e. between two or more same parliaments, but also vertically, i.e. in a variety of formats. These formats may range from inter-delegation meetings, formalised personal committee-to-committee meetings, informal visits and videoconferences. With these elements in mind, I define multilayered international parliamentarism as the international activity that develops between the same parliamentary bodies in two or more interparliamentary forums in the same period regarding the same

region. In the remaining sections, I operationalise this concept with the example of EU-Brazil relations.

3. THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE BRAZILIAN CONGRESS: AN EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP?

3.1. BILATERAL EU-BRAZIL INTERPARLIAMENTARY RELATIONS

A. Legal Framework
The importance of democracy in EU-Brazil relations are visible from the 1992 Framework Cooperation Agreement,29 whose first Article states that their cooperation is based on the respect for the democratic principles and human rights. While regulating collaboration in the fields such as trade,30 investment, finance, industry and technology, the Agreement also acknowledges the value of mutual consultation on ‘international issues of mutual interest’.31 However, the Agreement does not mention interparliamentary relations as such.

In the EU, the Agreement is operationalised through Brazil Country Strategy Papers, which the European Commission (Commission) publishes in order to provide guidance for the implementation of the collaborative arrangements agreed. There have so far been two such Papers, one for 2001-2006 and the other for 2007-2013. The latter states that the key objectives of enhancing bilateral relations are to improve the sectoral dialogues between the EU and Brazil as well as to expand cooperation, exchanges and mutual awareness between relevant institutions.32 While not explicitly stated, this encompasses interparliamentary collaboration. The Commission furthermore seeks to widen the interregional political dialogue and facilitate the development of EU-Mercosur relations.33

The key forums for bilateral EU-Brazil relations are summits, which are intergovernmental gatherings of European and Brazilian leaders at the highest political level. The first such summit took place in Lisbon in July 2007 and officially established a strategic partnership between the EU and Brazil in order to address bilateral and multilateral challenges.34 The second summit, which was held

---

31 Art.2 thereof.
in Rio de Janeiro in December 2008, was of paramount importance for bilateral parliamentarism. The then adopted Joint Action Plan laid down a fivefold scheme to construct the Euro-Brazilian strategic partnership and one of them is through people-to-people contacts. Within this category, the Action Plan promotes twofold interparliamentary interaction: (a) by initiating a regular structured dialogue between MEPs and Brazilian Congressmen; and (b) by direct intercommittee contacts on all subjects on common interest. At the moment, there exist some 30 sectoral dialogues between the EU and Brazil, which are aimed at exchanging know-how in various areas. One of them is the dialogue between the EP and the Brazilian Congress. The fourth summit, held in Brasília in July 2010, acknowledged that bilateral interparliamentary cooperation has commenced in the form of informal visits, for example the visit of the EP’s Committee on International Trade and its Delegation for relations with the Mercosur countries. The fifth summit, organised in Brussels in October 2011, brought new impetus. It recognised that ‘parliaments are a fundamental expression of democratic values and of people’s representation in the democratic processes’ and concluded that visits and exchanges between the EP and the Brazilian Congress had been increasing and solidifying since the onset of the strategic partnership. Both sides expressed commitment to a further strengthening of the interparliamentary dialogue. This dialogue is supported by the MEPs, who in 2009 called upon EU institutions and the Brazilian Government to provide them with ‘regular and detailed information on the state of play of the strategic partnership’.

B. Internal Parliamentary Organisation

While the EP currently possesses no internal body specifically for EU-Brazil relations, in a 2012 resolution MEPs stated that the creation of a delegation for relations with Brazil could be considered. On the same occasion, they advised that EU Delegations in BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) should include EP liaison officers so as to: (a) foster a greater understanding of the national parliamentary dimension in each of those countries; (b) promote closer bilateral cooperation and dialogue between the EP and their national parliaments; and (c) promote democratic accountability of the decision-making processes in the G-8 and the G-20. These initiatives signify that, although Mercosur has been the main framework of EU-Brazil cooperation, there has been
a shift in priorities whereby Brazil is viewed as ‘a power in its own right’ and as ‘an increasingly important partner for Europe in dealing with all of the major policy challenges that will need to be addressed in the twenty-first century’.\(^41\)

On the other side of the Atlantic, the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies (Câmara dos Deputados) created in June 2008 a bicameral parliamentary group for relations with the EU.\(^42\) It is composed of 78 MPs and 22 senators. As a member of this group mentioned, ‘parliamentary diplomacy is as important as official diplomacy. For that reason, this parliamentary group will interact with the EP in various matters, such as immigration, business, customs barriers, sanitary barriers and education projects’.\(^43\) In addition, the Brazilian Foreign Affairs Ministry has a Department for Europe,\(^44\) whose work is appraised by Congress.

C. Mutual Parliamentary Awareness and Pronouncement

The following empirical examples illustrate manifold regulatory interdependence between the EU and Brazil. It is shown that their legislatures pay heed to the interregional dimension of policy making and that they keep a watchful eye over each other’s decision-making processes.\(^45\)

The EP occasionally comments on Brazilian legislative initiatives that are of global or interregional importance, gives its views thereon, and offers recommendations. For instance, some nine months in advance of the UN Conference on Sustainable Development, which took place in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012 to address global economic and environmental challenges, the EP passed a resolution in which concern was expressed about the Forest Code that the Brazilian Senate was due to adopt. The reason for this alert was that the Code would ‘exacerbate deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon, thus hindering international climate change mitigation efforts’. MEPs urged Brazil to ‘make a clear commitment to protect the Amazon forest and stem criminal harassment of representatives of civil society pursuing environmental protection’.\(^46\) On another occasion, the EP invited developing countries to follow the example of Brazil’s successful Bolsa Familia (Family Grant) programme and devise similar social protection schemes to shield the most vulnerable members of their societies.\(^47\)

When it comes to food policy, the MEPs raised objections regarding, on the one

---

\(^{42}\) Resolução da Câmara dos Deputados no. 3/08 que cria o grupo parlamentar Brasil-União Européia, Diário da Câmara dos Deputados of 6 June 2008, 25589.
hand, reports by the Brazilian National Health Surveillance Agency on the widespread use of pesticides that are banned in the EU and that as such carry grave health risks and, on the other hand, reports by the EU Food and Veterinary Office on the ‘failure of Brazilian beef to meet EU producer and consumer standards’. In the same policy field, the EP was also mindful of the repercussions of EU policies for Brazil. To wit, the MEPs prompted the Commission to assess the impact of the reform of the EU’s common organisation of the sugar market for Brazil’s policies on sugar production and processing. The objective was to deter Brazil’s ‘unsustainable latifundary method of sugar production’, which is dominated by a small number of individuals to the detriment of the many workers in sugar fields and factories. In yet other pronouncements, the EP emphasised the relevance of Brazilian policies for the EU. For example, in order to improve EU competitiveness and remove barriers to global trade, MEPs adopted a resolution requesting the Commission, when framing EU policies, to carry out systematic evaluations of similar policies by the EU’s major partners, among which Brazil. EU-Brazil parliamentary cooperation has also been promoted in the context of Internet regulation. Namely, the EP underlined the importance of raising the parliamentary profile of the Internet Governance Forum and expressed eagerness to cooperate with the Brazilian, Indian and other interested assemblies on these matters.

For its part, the Brazilian Congress maintains regular cognizance of EU affairs in a variety of formats, including hearings with MEPs and public expert debates. For instance, in October 2013, Congress hosted a working group of the EP’s Delegation for relations with Mercosur in order to discuss the association agreement with Mercosur and the development of the EU-Brazil partnership. Transpiring from the Delegation’s meetings with representatives of the external affairs committees of both Houses of Congress, was the EU’s awareness of the politico-economic importance of Brazil and its leadership within Mercosur. The same month, the Chamber of Deputies’ Committee for External Relations and National Defence held a hearing with Daniel Cohn-Bendit MEP on climate change and environment protection. Furthermore, in March 2014 the Chamber

---

hosted a visit by an EP delegation, whose aim was to discuss the internal functioning of the two parliaments, such as the legislative process, voting and the structure and operation of committees and parliamentary groups. The meeting resulted in the conclusion of a Memorandum of Understanding on the International Technical Cooperation, which was also signed by the Brazilian Senate (Senado). The goal of this Memorandum is to continue to share parliamentary information, practices and working methods as well as to increase mutual learning through exchange programmes for administrative staff. The Senate also organises expert hearings on EU topics. For example, the impact of the Eurozone crisis on EU-Brazil commercial relations and on the Brazilian economy was publically discussed in the Committee for External Relations and National Defence in September 2011 and March 2012. This is precisely the period surrounding the EU’s adoption of the so-called Six Pack of measures intended to reform Stability and Growth Pact. It has indeed been argued that, while the EU remains an attractive commercial partner to Brazil, the sovereign debt crisis has severely challenged the appeal of the EU model for regional integration in Latin America. Another example is the examination by Brazilian senators of the EU’s Water Framework Directive. Due to the similarities between the EU’s and Brazil’s difficulties in implementing policies in the very diverse regions existing within their territories, in May 2009 the Senate’s Committee for Environment, Consumer Protection and Supervision and Control conducted a comparison between EU legislation and the National Water Resources Policy enacted by the Brazilian Water Act. The Committee Chairman, Renato Casagrande, suggested that EU policy could be used as a model for regulating transnational water paths within Mercosur.

These examples document the wealth of advocacy practices of the EU and Brazilian parliaments in numerous policy fields. Their importance lies in the mutual awareness of the respective regulatory and decision-making processes. These are crucial ingredients of multilayered international parliamentarism because the search for policy rapprochement may spill over to mutual multilateral forums, as outlined below.

3.2. Multilateral EU-Brazil Interparliamentary Relations

The lynchpin of multilayered international parliamentarism is the fact that representatives of two same parliamentary bodies meet in different international
parliamentary forums devoted to the same region. In the case of the EU and Brazil, this unravels within three frameworks: EuroLat, Mercosur and Parlatino. I examine them in turn below.

A. Cooperation within the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly (EuroLat)

The creation of EuroLat was strongly advocated by the EP. In November 2001, MEPs adopted a resolution recognising that EU-Latin American parliamentary dialogue has a role in ‘lending legitimacy to the different integration processes under way in both regions’ and that it should be modernised by setting up an EU-Latin American Transatlantic Assembly.\(^{60}\) In April 2006, the EP reiterated the need for such an Assembly, while undertaking to strengthen biregional parliamentary diplomacy through the network of standing and ad hoc parliamentary delegations to interparliamentary forums and by requiring the inclusion of EP liaison officers in the main Commission delegations in the region.\(^{61}\)

On 8 November 2006, EuroLat was established in Brussels as a parliamentary dimension of the Biregional Strategic Partnership between the EU, Latin America and the Caribbean (EU-LAC).\(^{62}\) This multilateral parliamentary body succeeded the EU-Latin American Interparliamentary Conference, which had convened biennially since 1974. EuroLat gathers 150 parliamentarians: 75 MEPs and 75 delegates from the Latin American component, which consists of Parlatino, Parlalsur, the Andean Parliament, the Central American Parliament and the Joint Parliamentary Committees with Mexico and Chile. EuroLat has an Executive Secretariat, a Governing Board, a Plenary Assembly and three standing committees.\(^{63}\) The Council of the EU and the Commission may actively participate in EuroLat’s work.

According to the Constituent Act, the role of EuroLat is to ‘debate, control and review’ all questions relating to the Partnership.\(^{64}\) These questions cover a broad range of matters including democracy, external policy, governance, integration, peace, human rights, education, environment, culture as well as economic, financial, commercial and social affairs.\(^{65}\) In these policy areas EuroLat may adopt resolutions, recommendations, opinions, messages and statements for the attention of EU-LAC summits and ministerial groups and conferences

---


\(^{61}\) Resolution of the European Parliament on a stronger partnership between the European Union and Latin America [2006] OJ C296E/123, points 8(a), 16 and 42.


\(^{63}\) Art.4 EuroLat Constituent Act.

\(^{64}\) Art.5(a) EuroLat Constituent Act.

\(^{65}\) Art.2 EuroLat Constituent Act.
devoted to the development of the Partnership.\textsuperscript{66} EuroLat members may also put questions for oral or written answer to the ministerial bodies of the Latin American regional integration organisations, the Presidency-in-Office of the EU-LAC Summit, the Council of the EU and the Commission.\textsuperscript{67} Written questions and answers are published by the EU in its Official Journal and by the participating regional integration parliaments. Oral questions are held each session upon decision to this effect by the Executive Bureau and they last up to two hours. The said executive bodies are then invited to give brief answers and a debate may follow if requested by twenty or more EuroLat members.

Given its composition, breadth of scope and the existence of committees that ensure the completion of preparatory works in between the yearly conventions of the Plenary Assembly,\textsuperscript{68} EuroLat provides a forum for ongoing deliberation between MEPs and Brazilian parliamentarians, who may be part of Parlatino and Parlasur delegations. As proposed by two commentators, an early warning system, inspired by that applied in the European Union between national parliaments and EU institutions,\textsuperscript{69} could be installed within EuroLat to remedy the lack of coordination between legislative initiatives of biregional interest and to avoid the duplication of work where approaches converge.\textsuperscript{70} Besides this potential for policy collaboration, it has been argued that EuroLat is the most adequate forum for maintaining a community of values between the European and Latin American regions.\textsuperscript{71}

B. Cooperation between the EP and the Mercosur Parliament (Parlasur)

Mercosur (\textit{Mercado Común del Sur} or the Common Market of the Southern Cone) was established by the Treaty of Asuncion in 1991. While this regional organisation was founded by Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay, Paraguay was suspended in June 2012, Venezuela became a full member in July 2012, and Bolivia has been en route to membership since December 2012. Democracy lay at the root of Mercosur and there is ‘huge and incontrovertible evidence that all the key players perceived […] democracy as an important factor for integration in the

\textsuperscript{67} Arts 20-21 EuroLat Rules of Procedure.
\textsuperscript{68} Art.7 EuroLat Constituent Act.
Southern Cone’. Apart from the Common Market Council, Common Market Group, Trade Commission, Economic-Social Consultative Forum and Administrative Secretariat, Mercosur has its own Parliament. Envisaged originally as the Joint Parliamentary Committee, the 1994 Ouro Preto Protocol specified that it was to be appointed by the participating national parliaments and entrusted with the speeding up of domestic implementation of Mercosur decisions. In December 2005, a Constitutive Protocol replaced the Joint Parliamentary Committee with a directly elected Mercosur Parliament. While laying down its organisation and competence, which does not include legislation, the Protocol charges Parlasur with ‘maintaining institutional relations with parliaments of third countries and other legislative institutions’, which encompasses the EP.

EU-Mercosur relations were established in 1995 by means of an Interregional Framework Cooperation Agreement, which entered into force in 1999. This Agreement strengthens the existing relations between the two regions and sets the ground for an interregional association. Cooperation is to be developed in many diverse fields, including economy, trade, intellectual property, energy, transport, technology and environment. To this end, a political dialogue on bilateral and multilateral issues is instituted at the level of the respective executive branches (Heads of State, ministers and senior officials). However, although the Agreement makes no mention of interparliamentary cooperation, it does encourage ‘closer relations between the Parties and their respective institutions’, particularly by fostering regular exchanges of information, advice and know-how. The Joint Declaration on Political Dialogue promotes ‘contacts, information exchanges, and consultation, especially meetings at the appropriate level between

74 Art.2 thereof.
77 The powers and achievements of Parlasur have so far been rather limited. A. Malamud and C. Dri, ‘Spillover Effects and Supranational Parliaments: The Case of Mercosur’ (2013) 19 *Journal of Iberian and Latin American Research*, 235.
80 Art.2(1) thereof. Negotiations on an Association Agreement began in 2000 and, after their suspension in 2004, they were continued in 2010 and are currently ongoing. See a practitioner’s view on this: A. Klom, ‘Mercosur and Brazil: A European Perspective’ (2005) 79 *International Affairs*, 351-368.
81 Art.3 *Interregional Framework Cooperation Agreement*.
82 Art.2(2) thereof (emphasis added).
83 Art.19 thereof.
the various Mercosur and European Union bodies’, albeit that the provisions that follow specify collaborative action of an executive nature.\(^{84}\) These references nevertheless facilitate cooperation between the EU and Mercosur parliaments. Indeed, Mercosur’s Joint Parliamentary Committee has periodically met with the EP since 1996. Until May 2008, there were 13 interparliamentary meetings between the EU and Mercosur.\(^{85}\)

In its Regional Strategy Paper for Mercosur for 2007-2013, the Commission assessed that Mercosur’s democracy and transparency deficiencies will ‘only partly be addressed’ by Parlasur.\(^{86}\) Therefore, the EU’s first priority is the institutionalisation of Mercosur and the support for Parlasur’s development.\(^{87}\) The general objective is to democratise Mercosur decisions and optimise the political relations between the EU and Mercosur. The more concrete objectives are: (a) to improve the domestic transposition of Mercosur acts; (b) to reinforce the link between Mercosur decision making and the citizens in order to increase democratic legitimacy and public participation; (c) to transfer know-how relating to Parlasur’s administration, communication and management and to the functioning of political groups; and (d) to aid preparations for Parlasur direct elections. The results sought include improved citizen access to Mercosur institutions, better internal organisation of Parlasur, greater transparency and accountability of Mercosur institutions, and smoother coordination between Parlasur and national parliaments. The EU’s financial support for Parlasur amounted to some 900,000 euros in the period 2002-2006.\(^{88}\)

Finally, the second EU-Brazil summit agreed to ‘foster collaboration’ between Parlasur and the EP.\(^{89}\) Apart from the committees for foreign affairs (AFET), development (DEVE) and international trade (INTA), the main body within the EP that deals with Mercosur is the Delegation for relations with the Mercosur countries. This Delegation originates in the Delegation for relations with South America, which was renamed Delegation for South America and Mercosur in 1996 and assumed its current name in 2004. From June 1991 to April 2008, the EP visited Brazilian officials on seven occasions within the arrangements for cooperation with Parlasur: five times by this Delegation (June 1991, March 1992, September 1995, June 2000 and June 2003), once by the EP Presidency (May 1993) and once by a group of MEPs (November 2003).\(^{90}\) These visits were inspired by MEPs’ wishes to participate in interregional negotiations on economic
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\(^{84}\) Emphasis added.


agreements and to fortify their own legitimacy by stimulating the creation of a new regional parliament.91

This overview demonstrates that the relations between the EP and Parlasur aim to have the former assist the latter in strengthening its capacities rather than to spark legislative discussions. It has indeed been empirically shown that the EP was a role model for the establishment and empowerment of Parlasur.92 From the perspective of multilayered international parliamentarism, all of these activities benefit EU-Brazil relations. Within the auspices of EP-Parlasur collaboration, MEPs and Brazilian parliamentarians have ample opportunities for information exchange and institutional learning.

C. Cooperation between the EP and the Latin American Parliament (Parlatino)

Established on 10 December 1964 in Lima, Parlatino is an independent, permanent, regional parliamentary organisation composed of 23 parliaments of South American and Caribbean states.93 Its structure was only finalised in 1987, when the Institutionalisation Treaty was agreed. Next to a Board of Directors and a General Secretariat, Parlatino is composed of an Assembly and 13 permanent committees. The Assembly is the supreme body of the organisation and gathers 12-member national parliamentary delegations once a year in Parlatino’s seat in Panama City.94

Parlatino possesses no decision-making authority other than to issue non-binding declarations and recommendations, for which reason it has been described as a ‘symbolic rather than an operative body [that] lacks both political significance and social roots’.95 Nevertheless, Parlatino is a vivid example of a forum for

parliamentary diplomacy and deliberation, since it upholds not only the principles of democracy and regional integration, but also those of non-intervention and self-determination, while condemning the use of force and promoting peaceful solutions to conflicts. Similarly, besides supporting representative democracy, constitutional and parliamentary development in Latin America, Parlatino’s purpose is to defend freedom, peace and security and suppress colonialism, imperialism and discrimination in all its guises. While currently an IPA, Parlatino is being considered as the parliamentary organ of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States created in December 2011, which would transform it into an IPO.

Another rather ambitious objective of Parlatino is to ‘maintain relations with all parliaments of all geographical regions, as well as with international organisations’. Importantly, this includes relations with the EP, which were established in 1974 in the form of the EU-Latin American Interparliamentary Conference. This Conference, held every other year, helped tighten the historical, economic and cultural links between the European and Latin American regions and increase the parliamentarians’ knowledge of the political systems of the partner region. The key role of the Conference was to promote democracy, human rights protection and development in Latin America on the basis of European experiences. The Conference also recurrently examined the problem of Latin American external debt. For all its lack of power and infrequent meetings, Parlatino was among the rare forums for the promotion of pan-Latin American consensus on the pacification of Central America and the resolution of conflicts in the region. In this context, Parlatino-EP cooperation substantially contributed to the development of the ‘acquis’ of EU-LAC relations.
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98 Art.3(2), (4), (5), (7) and (9) of Parlatino Institutionalisation Treaty.
100 Art.3(11) Parlatino Institutionalisation Treaty.
Still, although Conference meetings played a part in ‘guiding the legislative acts and the political initiatives’ of the EP towards Latin America, MEPs themselves recognise that this forum has ‘little influence on parliamentary activity’, which is why this forum focused on political dialogue and exchange of views more than on policy making and legislative initiatives. Nonetheless, the EP was seen in Latin America as a driver of bilateral relations, whereby MEPs sought to insert this region on the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy agenda. The Conference was superseded by EuroLat.

4. THE EU RETURNS DIRECTIVE: MULTILAYERED INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTS IN ACTION?

The Returns Directive provides an excellent example of regulatory and legislative interdependence between the EU, Brazil and the Latin American region in general and of the way multilayered parliamentarism was employed to address the fallout created by the EU’s enactment of politically sensitive policies in the field of immigration.

This Directive was fervently contested by many Latin American governments, regional organisations and parliamentary institutions. This, together with the concern expressed by the UN Human Rights Council over the protection of the fundamental rights of irregular migrants, was unprecedented in the history of EU legislation. The two most controversial provisions were those foreseeing the possibility of detaining irregular third-country migrants for up to 18 months and of imposing a re-entry ban of up to five years. The Directive was adopted at first reading without a single amendment by the EP, which succumbed to the Council’s pressure. This fact tarnished its democratic image and incurred international outcry.
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Parlasur and Parlatino, all of which sent a strong message of indignation to the EU.

On 26 June 2008, a week after the EP’s approval of the Directive, the Committee of Human Rights and Minorities of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies adopted an Official Note against the Directive.\(^{114}\) Relying on the universality of human rights, this Note condemned it for colliding with the principles of coexistence, tolerance and prevalence of human rights, which constituted what was seen as a ‘grave historical setback’, given that millions of Europeans had settled in Latin America in the past 500 years. The Note warned that the Directive added to the losses caused by the EU’s unfair commercial policies and subsidies. The Committee therefore requested the EP to reconsider and modify its decision. This came several months after the same Committee sought to discuss with the European and Spanish parliaments the increased deportation of Brazilians from EU ports of entry, especially the deportation from the Madrid airport of a Brazilian physics student intent on attending a conference in Lisbon.\(^{115}\) This affair was discussed in a public hearing in the Committee for External Relations and National Defence.\(^{116}\) The latter Committee also repudiated the Directive.\(^{117}\) Brazilian MPs criticised it in the plenary too. The Directive was called ‘the Directive of Shame’ for introducing the ‘delict of immigration’, which runs counter to the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which, as customary international law, enshrines a right for everyone to leave his or her own country and freely move and reside within the borders of each state.\(^{118}\) Brazilian senators also reacted in the plenary invoking similar arguments and seeking further reflection on the Directive from the EU.\(^{119}\)

Two days before the Chamber of Deputies issued its Official Note impugning the Directive, Parlatino adopted a declaration calling for a revision of the Directive so as to ‘eliminate its eminently repressive character’.\(^{120}\) Three days later, Parlasur followed suit with its own declaration rejecting the Directive as repugnant to human rights, calling upon the EP to review the Directive and inviting Mercosur


\(^{118}\) See the intervention by Manuela d’Ávila MP in: Câmara dos Deputados, Plenario no. 159.2.53.0 of 2 July 2008, 134. See [www.camara.leg.br/internet/plenario/notas/ordinaries/V020708.pdf](http://www.camara.leg.br/internet/plenario/notas/ordinaries/V020708.pdf) [Accessed 31 March 2014].

\(^{119}\) See the speech by senator Antonio Carlos Valadares in: Diário do Senado Federal no. 96 of 26 June 2008, 23839. See also the speech by Oto Agrípino Maia, the then Undersecretary-General for Brazilian Communities Abroad in: Diário do Senado Federal no. 4 of 4 February 2010, 954.

\(^{120}\) Declaración de la Presidencia del Parlamento Latinoamericano sobre la directiva del Parlamento Europeo y del Consuelo relativa a procedimientos y normas comunes en los Estados Miembros para el retorno de los nacionales de terceros países que se encuentren ilegalmente en su territorio of 24 June 2008, [www.parlatino.org/es/presidencia/declaraciones-y-resoluciones/declaraciones/660.html](http://www.parlatino.org/es/presidencia/declaraciones-y-resoluciones/declaraciones/660.html) [Accessed 31 March 2014].
governments to take ‘corresponding measures’. The then Brazilian President of Parlasur, Dr. Rosinha, invoked the Latin American rejection of the Directive as an example of direct influence on intergovernmental decisions.

Having incurred much international reprimand, the EP sought to appease Latin American concerns within EuroLat, whose co-presidents issued a joint statement on 14 July 2008 recommending to intensify interparliamentary dialogue through various existing channels. This was followed on 6 November 2008, for the first time, by the novel out-of-session discussions between, on the one hand, the EuroLat Executive Bureau accompanied by all other EuroLat members and, on the other hand, Jacques Barrot, the then Vice-President of the Commission, who was in charge of the Directive.

Consequently, a working group on migration in EU-LAC relations (Working Group) was established within EuroLat in Madrid on 6 April 2009. The Working Group’s aims were threefold: (a) to draw up fundamental principles for a biregional consensus on migration, allowing differentiated treatment when EU legislation is applied to Latin American and Caribbean migrants; (b) to monitor the transposition of the Returns Directive in the EU Member States; and (c) to encourage the establishment of a Euro-Latin American migration observatory. The Working Group was also to function as a watchdog taking stock of pending and future EU migration initiatives as well as of Latin American policies in this area. Some three months later, on 30 June 2009, a biregional intergovernmental dialogue on migration was launched. The Working Group thus had yet another impetus to accomplish its main objective, which was to draft recommendations for the next EU-LAC summit. This was completed on 15 May 2010 and the EU was strongly requested to ameliorate the legal regime of LAC migration. The Working Group warned that: ‘When transposing the Returns Directive, with which the LAC countries disagree, the EU Member States must retain the more favourable provisions already laid down in their domestic law’.

122 Jornal da Câmara, Ano 9, No. 2061, 20 June 2008, 2.
126 Minutes of the Working Group meetings of 6 and 7 April 2009, Spanish Congress of Deputies, Madrid, 2.
recommendations were cast in strong peremptory language demanding resolutely for very specific action to be taken. This means that the Directive led to a hardening of EuroLat pronouncements, because these had thereto mainly taken the form of declarations of purpose containing rather loose and advisory prescriptions. The Working Group recommendations were sent *inter alia* to the Council of the EU, the Commission and all national parliaments of the EU Member States. In line with the recommendations, a message was sent to the 6th EU-LAC summit, proposing to create a migration observatory for the EU-LAC area. In May 2011, the EP published its own study on such an observatory, which would harmonise databases, assess public policies and conduct research on migration. Although the purpose of the Working Group was fulfilled with the submission of the said recommendations, EuroLat authorised the continuation of its activities chiefly because the 6th EU-LAC summit failed to address the issue of the observatory. The Working Group subsequently issued a joint proposal for the creation of the observatory in February 2012. Yet the activities of the Working Group go beyond this matter and its latest effort was to draft recommendations on impact of the economic and financial crises on EU-LAC migration. Ironically, the topicality of migration in biregional relations was proven in practice when certain Latin American representatives of EuroLat were reportedly subjected to discriminatory treatment when landing at Madrid and Frankfurt airports.

Most recently, in March 2014 the Commission published a report on the EU return policy, which identified shortcomings in the implementation of the Returns Directive and called for special attention to be paid when implementing the provisions related to the detention of returnees, the treatment of minors and the corresponding safeguards and legal remedies, all of which were the object of criticism by Brazilian and other Latin American parliamentarians. Furthermore, although the report makes no specific mention of the Latin American ‘uprising’ against the Directive, the Commission acknowledged that an effective management of irregular migration flows requires a comprehensive approach, which necessitates an ‘enhanced dialogue and cooperation with non-EU countries of origin’ and the ‘integration of foreign policy aspects into the EU migration policy and ensuring linkages between the internal and the external dimensions’.

The EU executive hence recognised the impact of EU policy making on its international partners.

The developments surrounding the Returns Directive exhibit the escalation of parliamentary activity via numerous frameworks including both bilateral and
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130 European Parliament, DG for External Policies, Proposal for the creation of an observatory for migration between the EU and Latin America and the Caribbean (authored by A. Ayuso and E. Sánchez-Montijano).
131 Minutes of the Working Group meeting of 16 July 2013, Seimas, Vilnius, 2.
multilateral forums. The aftermath of the Directive caused ‘parliamentary spillover’ of policy monitoring, which gave rise to new interparliamentary channels to tackle what was perceived by Latin American parliamentarians as prejudicing the rights of many of their nationals. Acting in an international environment, Brazilian, other Latin American and European parliamentarians therefore engaged in norm entrepreneurship, trying to exert peer pressure on the EU in the direction of policy alteration.133 Yet migration is not the only area where parliamentary rapprochement could add value. The global financial and European debt crises as well as the differing macroeconomic policies of the EU and the Brazil provide fodder for interparliamentary liaison, not least to avoid ‘mutual cognitive dissonance’, whereby the EU is viewed as ‘lecturing’ Brazil on economics and banking.134 Such goal-oriented interaction among parliaments is applicable to any other region of the world.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This article has argued that international parliamentarism does not evolve merely in the form of isolated international parliamentary bodies, but that cooperation between parliamentarians beyond domestic borders may be structured in layers, whereby parliaments and their members act within several international parliamentary forums in the same period regarding the same region. The multilayered character of international parliamentary activity was demonstrated using the example of the Latin American region and an in-depth case study of EU-Brazil interparliamentary relations.

The preceding analysis shows that the layers of parallel parliamentary communication on diverse issues may furnish benefits for their participants that action within a single international interparliamentary framework might not. Opportunities for transferring knowledge and information both within one and the same participating parliament (e.g. among MEPs) and between two or more parliaments (e.g. between MEPs and Brazilian parliamentarians) are evident and they refer both to internal organisation and management and to interregional and global policy making. Intensified dialogue among parliamentarians may lead to the adoption of better policies domestically and a more coherent action globally.

While international parliamentary bodies are sometimes admonished for serving as nothing more than venues for political marketing, they do have their

own agendas and, although their pronouncements are as a rule not normative, they carry significant political value insofar as they influence the topics deliberated in the EP, which is manifested by the number of resolutions adopted on topics related to Latin America. The reverse influence is beyond doubt and, in the case of Mercosur, it has been widely acknowledged.

Where does this leave multilayered international parliamentarism and its utility for democratising international, interregional and domestic law and politics? Benefits are multiple and include increased policy deliberation, discussion and contestation, networking and socialisation, accumulation of knowledge and information, acquisition of skills, capacity building, assumption of joint positions, and the reduction of transnational regulatory irritants. However, even in a multilayered parliamentary world, constraints on the global action of parliamentarians, such as the lack of power to issue binding pronouncements, remain. Not only do these barriers diminish their clout, they limit their outreach to advocacy. Even so, concerted action by parliamentarians across a number of levels and within various frameworks might improve the prospects of influencing governmental actors and make them more accountable.

The responses of the Brazilian Congress, Parlatino, Parlasur, the EP and EuroLat to the Returns Directive exemplify the functioning, advantages and obstacles of multilayered international parliamentarism. The establishment and continued work of the EuroLat Working Group on EU-LAC Migration, as well as the push for the creation of a migration observatory, are distinct products of parliamentary diplomacy that aim to enable ‘soft’ democratic control over decisions of biregional interest. While parliamentary activism was triggered by the Returns Directive, it was soon decoupled from what became a veritable migration saga that caused parliamentarians to embark on a much wider investigation of biregional policy making. For the EP, increased contact with Brazilian and other Latin American parliamentarians can both further its democracy promotion agenda and fortify its position in the ongoing rivalry with the Commission and the Council in conducting EU foreign affairs. For the Brazilian Congress, intensified relations with MEPs represent a channel through which to voice their preoccupation over the EU’s inconsistent treatment of Brazil as a Western Latin American country, a Mercosur member and a BRICS country, and thus mitigate politico-economic friction while nurturing common understandings. This is all the more important because the EU is perceived in Brazil as both an opportunity as well as a challenge to the latter’s national
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interest. Namely, during both Lula and Rousseff administrations, Brazil and the EU held conflicting views on trade and there was little overlap in their strategy preferences in multilateral international institutions. Closer parliamentary ties may contribute to reducing the negative consequences thereof. Significantly, the EU-Brazil interparliamentary partnership is indispensable for democratic legitimacy insofar as they engender new public spaces that ‘play a critical role in setting limits on government, above and beyond those controls already enshrined in formal state institutions’.

Finally, while inspired by their domestic electoral mandates and constitutional prerogatives, the roles that parliamentarians perform on the interregional and global plane are cast in ‘soft’ instruments, such as recommendations and messages. Rather than legislating, they advocate legal solutions. Instead of censuring governments, they exert pressure for policy change. Though the ultimate goal of international parliamentarism is to influence intergovernmental decision making, this is an inherently incremental process that is premised on a much more informal capacity to mobilise political support and steer policy development. In this regard, multilayered international interactions between parliamentarians facilitate the production of critical masses in favour or against certain policy enactments and, as such, feed the overall democratic process. In Habermas’ vernacular, the discursive character of their opinion-formation unleashes ‘the generative force of communicative freedom’, which helps shape the public sphere and the democratic frame of lawmaking.

In the global arena, the greatest contribution of parliaments to democracy is to facilitate the public exposure of contested decisions, whereby elected officials discuss and publicise their vices and virtues in an exchange of policy-oriented arguments. The parliaments’ chronic lack of ‘hard’ constitutional powers of legislation and accountability in the international sphere shifts focus towards deliberation as the substantive element of the political process. To the extent that this constitutes political constraint, it is possible to conceive of multilayered international parliamentarism as the nucleus of a rudimentary and composite form of proto-global parliamentarism and constitutionalism.

142 This could be likened to the ‘external deliberation’ function of parliaments in general. See V.A. da Silva, ‘Deciding without deliberating’ (2013) 11 International Journal of Constitutional Law, 564.